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Note: Answer from Both the Section as Directed. The Figures in the right hand margin indicate marks.

Section- A
1. Answer the following questioni

(a) Write Lagrangian equation ofoontinuity.

O) Define path lines.
(c) W te the condition fo! irational motion offluid.
(d) What is complex potenlial?
(e) Define the shength oftwo dimension souroe,

(D Define the image oftwo dimension source and sinks.
(g) IfW is the oomplex potential then the magnitude of velocity is

(h)Ifstreamfunction!/andvelocitypor€ntialfunction/arefunctionsoff,ethenff=,.........

(i) Ifkbetheconstantcirculationaboutthecylinderthenthesuitableformoflis...................

0) Define equipotential surfac€ and write the equation ofequipotential surface.

2. Answer the following questioD: 2\5
(a) Determine the acceleration at the point (2,1,3) att = 0.5sec if u : yz+t, y : )ez-t and w = ry.
(b) Define vortex line and obtain its differential equation.

(c) If the velocity of an incompressible fluid at the point (x,y,z) is given by tff ,'ff ,'ff1 , Vror"
that the liquid motion is possible.

(d) What anangement of souroes and sinks will give rise to the funclion * = log (z- 5?
(e) Define strength of three dimensional sourco and if q/ the radial velocity at a distanoe / Aom the

source, then find the value of ql,,

Section- B
ANwer the followitrg questioDs: l2xs

3. Derive the equation ofcontinuity in polar co-ordinates.

OR
Ifevery particle moves on the surface ofa spherg prove that the equation ofcontinuity is
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dBeing the densiry,A,o the latitude and longitude of any element and1, and )r'the angular velocities of
element in latitude and longitude respectively.

4. An infinite mass of fluid is acted on by a force yy-s/z unit mass directed to the origin. If initially the
fluid is at rest and there is a oavity in the form of the sphere y = c in it, show that cavity will b€ filled

up after an intemal of rine <3-1 cS/n
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OR
A spherical hollow of radius a initially exists io a infinite fluid subject to constant pressure at infinity.
Show that the pressure at distance / ftom the c€nler when the radius ofthe cavity is.t is to the pressure

at infinity as

312y4 + (@2 - 4x3)y3 - (a3 - x3)x3:3x2ya
5. Stream is rushing form a boiler th.ough a conical pipe, the diameters ofthe ends ofwhich are D and d;

if V and p be the coresponding velooities of the stream, and if the motion be supposed to be that of
divergence from the ve ex ofthe oone, prove that
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Two equal closed cylinders ofheight C with their bases in the same horizontal plane are filled one with
water and the other with air of such a density as to support a column h ofwater, h being less than C. Ifa
communication be opened bctween them at their bases then show that the height x, to whioh the water

rises is given by the equation cx-l+ch log fl. ) = 0.

6. A source ofstrength m, placed outside the circle, find the image ofsource.
OR

In the case ofthe motion ofliquid in a part ofa plane bounded by a straight line due to a source in the
plane, prove that if md is the mass of fluid (of densityd) generated at the source p€r unit of time the
pressure on the l€ngth 2lof the boundary immediately opposite to the souce is less than that on an
equal length at a greal distance by
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Where C is the distance ofthe source from the boundary.
7. State and prove theorem ofBlasius.

OR
The space between two infinitely long coaxial cylinders of radii a and b respectively is filled with
homogeneous liquid of density d and the inner cylinder is suddenly moved with velooity U
perpendicular to the axis, the outer one being kept fixed, show that the resultant impulsive pressure on a
length I ofthe inner cylinder is
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